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What’s the DIG?
What’s a documentation sprint?
The documentation hub

User guides, developer documentation and publishing tips for all of the Public Knowledge Project’s software

Jump to:  OJS 3  OJS 2  OMP  OCS

docs.pkp.sfu.ca  |  github.com/pkp/pkp-docs
Some recent highlights

- ORCID plugin guide
- DOAJ inclusion guide
- Designing Your Journal guide
- Student Journal Toolkit
- Developer documentation hub
- Upgrading from OJS 2 to 3
Coming soon

- Learning OJS 3 updates for v. 3.2
- Google Scholar indexing
- Learning OMP
- Instructor guide for course journals (PKP Sprint project)
How to contribute
Chapter 1: Introduction

Open Journal Systems (OJS) is an open source solution to managing and publishing scholarly journals online. OJS is a highly flexible editor-operated journal management and publishing system that can be downloaded for free and installed on a local Web server.

It has been designed to reduce the time and energy devoted to the clerical and managerial tasks associated with editing a journal, while improving the record-keeping and efficiency of editorial
Translate documentation
Create new documentation
Public Knowledge Project > Documentation Interest Group

Documentation Interest Group

The Documentation Interest Group (DIG) coordinates and advises on PKP’s software documentation. You can find PKP documentation in the Documentation Hub. To contribute to documentation, read our Contributor Guidelines, contact us, or attend a virtual documentation sprint.

The DIG hosts bi-weekly virtual documentation sprints on Fridays from 12-2 pm EST. We collaborate on a different document each time and anyone can participate. Upcoming sprints topics will be announced here as they are selected.

Get in touch for more information or to join a sprint.

https://pkp.sfu.ca/documentation-interest-group
Guidelines for Contributing to PKP Documentation

Guidelines for Contributing to PKP Documentation explain ways to contribute to PKP documentation, different types of documentation, how to edit and create documentation, style and formatting tips and resources, and copyright policies.

https://docs.pkp.sfu.ca/contributing
Thank you!

documentation@publicknowledgeproject.org